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Health Education Today
Dealing with Grief and Tragedy
-Helping teens acquire the skills and wisdom
to be above unhealthy influences-

About the Author:
Having taught high school Health for 19 years and writing my own entire curriculum
during that time, I’ve used my experience to create student-tested lessons that get students
engaged with a wide variety of health topics.
I’ve been a certified K-12 Physical Education and Language Arts teacher for over 30 years
(19 of those years include teaching Health). Over my teaching career I’ve taught all grade
levels and a variety of subjects, including: Junior High P.E.; 8th Grade Reading; Elementary
P.E.; 9th Grade English; 9th Grade P.E.; High School Aerobics; and 9th Grade Health. I have my
Masters of Education Degree in Instructional Technology, and I earned my National Board
Certification in Health.

“Life is 10% what happens
and 90% how I react to it...
we are in charge of our attitudes.”
-Chuck Swindoll
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The Teacher’s Role When Tragedy Strikes:
https://childmind.org/article/teachers-role-tragedy-strikes/

“Studies show that adults listening to children is
more important in this kind of situation than
knowing the perfect thing to say to them: A
comfortable and safe setting where kids are allowed
to be sad and upset and confused is the most
valuable thing you can offer.”
Due to copyright violations, I cannot cut and paste
the above article, but please follow the link to this
very helpful article.
Also, I have an amazing “Head to Heart to Head”
activity, and other resources to help you help your
students as they deal with

GRIEF & TRAGEDY:
We never know which of our students might be suddenly grieving and be in need of some
understanding or advice. Or, we may even find ourselves in charge of a group of students who are
sitting in our classroom reeling from the shock of a recent school-wide tragedy, and at a loss to
know how to deal with it by themselves.
Greif is a topic we should be prepared for and ready to talk about because you never know when
you, or someone you know, may need help. Almost all of us in our lifetime will need to deal with
this difficult and devastating emotion.
If you have the unfortunate situation of dealing with a school-wide tragedy, a death or suicide of a
school student, or students who are dealing with a world-wide tragic event, I hope this resource
can help.
One event that inspired me to create this resource was when someone I personally know (who
had lost her mom when she was a teen) was standing next to me 40+ years later and she said
something that really stayed with me. We were standing looking at beautiful old photos of her
mom and dad before her mom passed away, and she opened up and talked about how awful it was
at the time because her dad wouldn't let her talk about her mom or even ask any questions...
I’ve thought about that a lot since then and it reinforced my belief (and the belief of the author in
the article reference above) that it’s healing for most people to talk about a tragedy they are
facing.
But, most of us don’t know how to bring up the sensitive subject, or we may question if we
even should bring it up...If you know a student who has gone through a tragic event, don’t forget to
gently try to see if a student might want to talk about it with you. They will usually say “No” if they
don’t want to, but if they do want to, you’ve breached the gap. The “Head to Heart to Head” activity
in this resource can help you know what to say and do!
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The second (and more compelling) reason I created this resource was because as a high school
teacher I saw my share of grieving students during many tragedies that rocked our whole school
community. My high school had several student suicides over the years I was there, high speed
driving deaths (plural) and murder (so tragic). Your students may also be watching tragic
events that are unfolding on T.V. or in other communities, and they will also need an outlet
for their questions, fears, and emotions.
I actually used the "Head to Heart to Head" activity below and it was amazing. My counselor gave
me the idea and I tweaked it until it worked well for helping students open up and talk about the
tragic events in a reflective and more productive way.
“Head to Heart to Head” is the perfect activity when there is shocking news, allowing everyone to
personalize the event and be able to say where they were when it happened, or how they heard
about the tragedy, or how they felt, or what they’re thinking and feeling about it now. This activity
allows kids to express their thoughts and feelings if they want, and/or hear how others are
feeling.
Often students think they’re the only one feeling like they do, and it can be comforting to see that
they’re not the only one feeling as they do. And, it can also be healing for students to see forgot
their own grief for awhile as they reach out to others who seem to need help more than them! The
activity can be very helpful for kids and teachers alike!
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This activity is geared for groups of students after a tragic incident that rocks your school, or after
a national or world-wide shocking or tragic event is on the news, but you could also ask these very
same questions to an individual who comes to you and is sad or grieving about a personal tragedy
that happened.
1. Have your students sit in a formation they feel comfortable-you could keep them in their
regular seats, have them move their chairs in a big circle, or even have them sit on the floor
in a circle.
•

Teachers might then say “I really want everyone to try hard to stay in the room and
listen, even if it’s hard and you are hurting because you may find some comfort in
what others are going through, but if you need to step out it’s O.K.”

2. Tell your students these rules:
1) Things said in this room should stay in this room.
2) I will ask a question and then go around the room and give each person a chance to
answer. You can say “Pass.”
3) No one else can respond to your answer yet!
3. Begin the questions:
QUESTION #1: What was your first thought when you saw or heard the news
about____________________event____________________?
•

Teacher: Be sure to validate each student’s answer equally with empathy, eye contact, and
good listening. Let students express feelings of guilt, anger and depression. If a student
begins to laugh, remember that laughing can just be a reaction to an uncomfortable thing,
but if you don’t think it’s that you may need to nicely ask that student to step out for a few
minutes and come back when they can keep from laughing. (I would explain to the student
later that you aren’t judging them for laughing, but that you felt it was making others
uncomfortable.)

•

Here you might caution students to “Be respectful of everyone’s opinions please. We never
know what is going on behind the closed doors of others’ lives and tragedies often bring
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out a person’s feelings about their own hardships, deaths in the family, etc., even if they’re
unrelated!”
•

After you get all the way around with question #1, it’s your choice if you want to open it up
for response or discussion. I always waited until after question #3 before I opened it up for
response.

QUESTION #2: What has been the most difficult part of this for you?
•

You can choose to use the situation as a teachable moment to emphasize topics like selfesteem, or anger, or forgiveness, or depression, or danger of suicide if you want, but you
may need to play it by ear and be sensitive, or prompt to see if the students can bring the
topic around to a teachable moment, rather than it coming from the adult!

QUESTION #3: Share ways YOU think our school and students can pull together and help
each other overcome this?
•

One great way to end this discussion so it ends on a positive note is to have students share
ways they think the school and its students can pull together and help each other overcome
this. You may get some great ideas (write them on the board?) and maybe help facilitate
some of them like making posters to put around school, or having coffee and cookies one
morning where all kids bring food.

Here are a few other ideas to overcome if you want to prompt them:
1. Make posters for around school.
2. Decorate a fence that can be seen from the road.
3. Make ribbons in remembrance.
4. Hand out a flowers or a small memento at a football or basketball game.
5. Get students to engage with friends-fund-raisers, school-wide movie night, bake sale, …
6. Write letters.
7. Start a grief group.
8. Play music at lunch. Allow people to request dedications.
9. Make a “remembrance quilt and hand out notecards at lunch that students can write on and add.
10. Once you begin prompting students with ideas, they’ll take off with creative ones of their own!

Other questions you could ask during the activity, or one-on-one to help a person work
through their grief:
-Where were you when this incident happened?
-What other memories stand out for you?
-Since the time of the incident, how have you been affected? How has the event impacted your life?
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-How did your family and friends react to the incident?
-What have you discovered about yourself from this experience?
-What helps keep you going through this painful time right now?
-What do you expect to face in the next few weeks, months?
-Is there anything you’ve learned that you could share with others through all this?

Ways Teens May React to Tragedy:
-tired
-emotional
-can’t make decisions
-change in eating
-helpless
-get into trouble
-elevated blood pressure
-chest pain
-depression
-feeling worthless
-substance abuse

-confused
-numb
-can’t focus
-nightmares
-self blame
-panic
-sick
-pacing
-weakness
-irritable
-suicidal

-in denial
-angry
-change in sleep
-blaming
-emotional outbursts
-anxiety
-headaches
-fear
-lethargic
-antisocial
-change in values

Here is a link to a fantastic article, (where I got the lists included in this “Extension”
section) which could help you if you are called upon to help someone deal with a tragedy.
http://www.info-trauma.org/flash/media-f/mitchellCriticalIncidentStressDebriefing.pdf

Ways to Respond to Teens Who are Grieving:
1) Assure them that what they are feeling is NORMAL and that it’s healthy to express
emotions.
2) It helps to be able to verbalize what you are feeling-try not to keep it bottled up!
3) Encourage them to accept help and support for awhile until they feel better.
4) The more normal a teen’s routine the better, so try to help them get back to their day-today life as quickly as possible.
5) Tell them that it may be hard for them to focus for awhile and that’s normal. It may take
a lot of extra effort for them to focus and get things done.
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6) Remind them they don’t have to share their feelings with everyone, but do find someone
they trust to be able to share things with.
7) Hurting is part of healing, so encourage them to work through it as best they can and that
healing is in their future even if they can’t see it right now.
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Additional Ways Teens
Can Help Grieving Teens:
1. Help with practical things like chores, homework, driving, and
meals.
2. Be a listener. You don’t have to have the answers (that’s what a
counselor does) just listen and be there.
3. Be a friend by encouraging them to stay involved!

While it’s normal for teens to have many different reactions
to tragedy, it’s not normal for these signs of Clinical
Depression and/or suicide:
1. Depressed for longer than 2 weeks
2. Obsessed with death
3. Change in eating or sleeping
4. Withdraw from family or friends
5. Has a plan to hurt themselves
6. Gives away their stuff
7. Self-mutilating (cutting)
8. Impulsive
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DABDA Resource Sheet
Stages of Coping With Death
http://dying.about.com/od/glossary/g/DABDA.htm
The five stages of coping with dying were described by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross in her classic
book On Death and Dying in 1969. The stages have been abbreviated as DABDA and stand
for:

• Denial Think about someone telling you something shocking. Coping
usually begins with the person thinking "No way, I don’t believe it,
you’re kidding me, for real?, what?"
• Anger "Not me" will usually give way to "Why me?" as the person may
yell, scream, hate, and be angry.
• Bargaining This stage is where people try to get out of the situation. Like
is someone they care about is sick they’ll think, “They’re alright, the
doctors know what they’re doing, Dear God if you heal this person, I
will…”
• Depression When it becomes obvious that bargaining won't work,
depression may set it. The person is sad, down, blue, may quit
caring, won’t even want to get up.
• Acceptance If the person is able to move through one or more of the
previous stages, they can reach the stage of acceptance before
death. This is where the person realizes they have other things to live
for or be grateful for, and they accept that life goes on and you have
to make the best of it.
These stages don't only apply to loss as a result of death but may also occur in someone
who experience a different life-changing event such as a divorce or loss of a job.
These stages are not meant to be complete or chronological. Not everyone who experiences
a life-threatening or life-changing event feels all five of the responses nor will everyone
who does experience them do so in the order that is written. Reactions to illness, death, and
loss are as unique as the person experiencing them.
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Additional resources to help you help your students:
Websites:
How to Help Others Who are Dealing with Grief: A True Story (October 2021)
“The homecoming queen gave away her crown to comfort a grieving family and set an example for
us all – CNN”
https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/07/us/homecoming-queen-crown-student/index.html
All KIDS GRIEVE
The purpose of the “National Alliance” is to provide adults an excellent resource that will support
them to support children in profoundly empowering ways. It should have the impact of increasing
the number and quality of support groups and classroom courses initiated by teachers, parents,
and school counselors. https://childrengrieve.org/
The American Association of Suicidology: To Understand and Prevent Suicide as a Means of
Promoting Human Well-Being. This site is designed as a resource for anyone concerned about
suicide. Includes a directory of crisis centers throughout the U.S. and a national directory of
support groups for survivors of suicide. http://www.suicidology.org
Coming Up Taller
Coming Up Taller: Arts and Humanities Programs for Children and Youth at Risk. Learn more
about community arts and humanities programs for children and what the President's Committee
on the Arts and the Humanities is doing to advance them. One objective of the Coming Up Taller
Initiative is to pair corporations with arts and humanities programs for children at the community
level. http://www.cominguptaller.org
Connect for Kids
Connect for Kids is a virtual encyclopedia of information for adults who want to make their
communities better places for kids. Our award-winning Web site, e-mail newsletters, radio, print
and TV ads help people become more active citizens - from volunteering to voting.
https://prospect.org/article/connected-kids/
I have not previewed this TedTalk, but it might be worth checking out:
We don't "move on" from grief. We move forward with it - Nora McInerny
https://ed.ted.com/on/Zkzjst9e
Books:
When Grief Visits School - Second Edition A Resource for Administrators, Counselors, and Staff
by Dr. John Dudley. Learn how to successfully respond to crisis situations by establishing and
training crisis response teams. Examples of actual situations, from his work with more than 3,000
school districts, illustrate how to select the team, develop an effective crisis plan, deal with the
media, organize effective meetings under pressure, and help students and staff. This new edition
features an expanded section on student memorials and a new chapter on school safety and
security.
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Death and the Classroom By K. Cassini & J. Rodgers A how-to teacher's textbook for those times
when a teacher comes face to face with death in the school setting. See Compassion Books catalog
for more details.
Helping Children Grieve and Grow By Donna O'Toole with Jerre Cory A concise, easy to read, and
immensely helpful book about children and grief.
Helping the Grieving Student: A Guide for Teachers By The Dougy Center Staff A widely
recommended and inexpensive book available through the Dougy Center and Compassion Books.
Grief Support Group Materials
Teen Talk: Grief Support for Teenagers By Nanette Flynn & Mel Erickson A curriculum in eight
sessions for grief counselors and other professionals working with bereaved teens. Activities with
handouts, options, ground rules, and useful appendices included. See "Guidelines" under Support
Group Start Up for better understanding of GriefWorks' approach. There is also a GriefWorks
brochure under NW Resources. To order the material listed above contact GriefWorks at 1-800850-9420.
Facing Change: Coming Together and Falling Apart in the Teen Years By Donna O'Toole All
kinds of losses experienced by teenagers are listed and validated. Coping strategies, identifying
and using a support system a hopeful and practical book. $6.95 Available through Compassion
Books.
Helping Teens Work Through Grief By Mary Kelly Perschy A training manual packed with
activities and principles to make organizing and operating a support group for teens relevant and
grounded. Available through Compassion Books.
No One Ever Told Us Video from Teen Age Grief training program shows how teens can and do
grow through grief. Teens talk about many types of death and loss. Available through TAG
Curriculum & Training Manual by L. Cunningham Manual includes detailed directions on starting
up effective support groups for teens.
Activities for 6 group sessions. Available through TAG.
Facilitator Activity Book by L. Cunningham and J. Sharp Activities developed by TAG group
leaders over the years. Available through TAG.

Bless you as you bless your students’ lives!
Mrs. S
Health Education Today
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Mrs-Ss-Health-And-Pe-Resources
https://healtheducationtoday.com
Rose by Pixbay
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